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Chairman's Notes
A View from the Public Gallery
The Leamington Society is a little short of sixty years old and
it's no secret that many of its members are rather more
than that age. We have experienced a revolution in
communications and come to rely on the internet and
emails, even if some of us leave tweeting to those who grew
up with mobiles.
Yet the view of the council chamber, from the public gallery,
would be recognisable to our grandparents. Public debate,
within a format of political groups, is still seen as a central
feature.
To what extent is this a ritual, a rubber stamping of
decisions pre‐determined by committee room caucus?
These thoughts were prompted by watching a recent
Council meeting, to hear discussion on plans for a new
District headquarters. It soon became clear that the
assumptions of an Executive report had misjudged the
mood of councillors as well as the public. The ready‐made
proposals were halted in their tracks and the Council's
leadership were visibly discomfited by the experience.
Meanwhile in Warwick, the administration has encountered
public indignation at the handling of St. Mary's Land and its
varying leaseholders.
Recently the Information
Commissioner ruled WDC had in effect been economic with
the full story of the discussions about the Warwick
Racecourse.
Watching from the public gallery is not most people's idea
of an evening out. Our Council could easily assume that the
public, by and large, cannot be bothered. Councillors are
burdened with numerous agendas and lengthy reports.
Officers are harried in public, all too often by anonymous
letter writers.

Talks
The King under the Car Park
Mathew Morris
Thursday, September 18th, 7.30
Conference Centre, Dormer Place
Close Encounters with the Past
Professor Richard Beacham
Thursday, October 9th, 7.30
Conference Centre, Dormer Place
Growing the railway in the West
Midlands ‐ an exciting future
Ian Baxter
Thursday, October 23th, 6.30
Conference Centre, Dormer Place
Joint meeting with Literary Society
Dylan Thomas
Andrew Davies
Tuesday, November 11th, 7.30
Conference Centre, Dormer Place
Coventry Cathedral
Sarah Hosking
Tuesday, December 2nd, 7.30
Conference Centre, Dormer Place

The full calendar of events for
2014‐15 is included with this
Newsletter

Some of us try to keep up, but are frequently frustrated when the meat of an issue is tucked away in
a confidential part B which describes Council contracts that are hidden from public view. No doubt
this includes genuinely commercially sensitive material. But it is by means evident that is always the
case : there is a distinct impression it has become a habit to shelter information which is sensitive
but not commercial. Also, it may be unintentional, but the bland or arcane language of agendas can
obscure their purpose even to councillors and certainly to the public.
My suggestion is that an unfortunate culture has taken hold: of discretion in preference to
transparency. This inevitably leads to suspicion and hostility, when public policy and finances
become obscured. It certainly frustrates the public and is unlikely in the long run to encourage our
understanding of public administration.
Richard Ashworth
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Forthcoming talks: For venues and times see front page of this Newsletter
The King under the Car Park, Mathew Morris
Mathew Morris was the archaeologist in charge of digging under the Leicester Social Services car
park on the site of an ancient priory where King Richard III might have been buried after his defeat in
the battle of Bosworth. The first bones found on the dig belonged to a man with a deformed back
huddled into a grave which was too small for him. This story is a good example of the truth being
stranger than fiction, well told, by a man who had no preconceived ideas.
Visitors welcome. Admission for all £2.
Close encounters with the past, Professor Richard Beacham
Dr Richard Beacham is a time‐traveller who tries to understand history and bring it imaginatively or
“virtually” to life, by creating elaborately detailed 3D computer models of past architecture and
artefacts. He is a distinguished academic on both sides of the Atlantic with many productions and
publications to his credit. See his website www.richardbeacham.com.
We are fortunate that such an interesting man is living in Leamington and currently rebuilding the
Whittle workshop. Come and hear him talk about restoring the past in theatre, film and
documentary.
Visitors welcome. Admission for all £2.
Growing the railway in the West Midlands ‐ an exciting future
Ian Baxter, President of the Friends, will take a look forward to the development of the West
Midlands Rail Network to HS2 in 2026 and beyond, including electrification of the Southampton‐
West Midlands route through Leamington Spa, and how passenger and freight services are expected
to support the region's economy.
Ian Baxter is an independent rail development consultant at Birmingham‐based SLC Rail and former
Director and General Manager of Chiltern Railways.
Bring your friends as this is a fund raising event to mark the first 10 years of the Friends of
Leamington Station. All receipts will go to support the work of the Friends at the Station. Entry £5.
Tickets at the door, or in advance from Marianne Pitts; cheques payable to “Friends of Leamington
Station” with SAE, please
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Dylan Thomas, Ian Davies (Joint meeting with Literary Society)
“A Poet in New York” told the story of Dylan Thomas sad and untimely death in the USA while on a
money raising tour of talks with a punishing schedule, compounded by self‐neglect and heavy
drinking. Those of us who saw it on BBC2 in May enjoyed the mixture of dialogue, location and
acting with readings from the poetry in that deep Welsh voice. It is still available on the BBC iPLayer
for those who haven’t seen it or want to watch it again.
Andrew Davis will inform and entertain us with his talk on the poet.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Plan, or Plot?
Each month this summer has brought Warwick District closer to the imposition by default of the
Council’s disastrous Local Plan.
At the end of June, it received some 900 representations on the draft Plan, many questioning its
‘soundness’. Late in May, firm evidence of its unsoundness had already been provided by the
Government’s Office for National Statistics. Its updated growth projection for the District’s
population in the year 2029 confirmed critics’ view that the figure on which the Plan was based was
exaggerated. The ONS took 29% off it, reducing the number of new homes needed from 12,900 to
10,100. Correcting an unsupported assumption that the average household size will fall steeply
(more than reversing its increase between the last two censuses) would remove a further 2,000. The
resulting 8,100 new homes would meet local needs, allow substantial inwards movement and
population increase, and support a high rate of economic growth.
The Council’s response to this major change in the evidence on which the Plan depends could have
been to seize the opportunity to change the Plan to match the facts. All the proposed greenfield
sites south of Warwick and Leamington could be cut from the Plan, and this healing action would
end the damage which building there will do to both towns.
No such reaction has occurred. July has passed, another report from consultants is awaited,
meetings have been held with adjacent councils, and the Council muleishly has not budged. Its own
urge for excessive growth and suburban sprawl – apparently motivated not by what is good for the
district, its people and its environment, but by pursuit of the Council’s own financial security –
remains firm.
The headline of 12,800 houses also forms the start of the calculation of how many must be provided
for in the next five years. This is a vital criterion when planning applications are considered in the
time before the Plan is adopted. It should be updated annually or more often. Early this month, the
Council’s assessment was still dated April 2013. On 19 August, at the start of a Planning Committee
meeting which was to determine applications for 1,100 new homes, a single slide was flashed on the
screen asserting that the required numbers had still not been approved. There was no explanation,
no statement of the assumptions, no cross‐examination nor validation; and no comparison with the
comprehensive work done by Stratford District Council in support of its firm conclusion that the five
years’ supply does exist there.
A few agenda items later, the Committee approved by 7 votes to 3 the worst of the applications for
suburban sprawl falsely dignified by the labels ‘garden suburb’ and ‘community’, south of Harbury
Lane and east of Europa Way. It will destroy good agricultural land, generate even more traffic
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congestion in both Warwick and Leamington, mar the towns with a clutter of traffic lights to
maximise the flow of vehicles, and damage the health of residents by worsening already‐illegal air
pollution. The worst of the Plan will have been implemented before its unsoundness is starkly
exposed. Remember ‘Localism’?
We lament that the only way to change the Council’s attitude appears to be to pursue legal action.
The groups which have together opposed the Plan and its consequences are considering carefully
whether this is now necessary and possible.
James Mackay
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
New HQ for WDC?
Thanks to public pressure the proposed new building on Spa Centre Green was not approved on the
nod. We are grateful to those councillors who insisted on a proper debate by the full council and
made clear that the number of letters of opposition received was exceptional. The leader, Andrew
Mobbs, then proposed going back to basics without any constraint: the site did not have to be in
Leamington Spa, nor did it have to be owned by WDC. He was sure that other towns would
welcome the presence of the offices even if Leamington did not!
Leamington Spa has been the administrative site of the town and district ever since there was a
need for it. The Leamington Society supports this arrangement, but not on Spa Centre Green, at the
cost of a pleasant gateway to our most famous park – and nobody has yet acknowledged authorship
of this “bright” and unexpected idea. Consultants will be commissioned to consider alternatives.
The trouble is that they come to it cold, without knowing the full history of this debate and may well
recommend what they sense is wanted by the commissioners, as consultants do.
Here is a list – not of every possible site in the area, built or un‐built, but of distinct possibilities,
starting with existing buildings and moving on to new building.

Location

Advantages

Problems

Leamington Town Hall

Familiar, central, accessible by public
transport. It is a white elephant with
expensive maintenance costs even
when used to the full. Students and
the Town Council could be moved to
other sites (unused office blocks and
the Pump Rooms respectively). It
could house the “public face” at least.

Very few rooms and not suitable as a
modern office. Would need rewiring
for computers and money spent to
subdivide and extend into the attic and
at the back – but with fewer staff and
many people working from home and
sharing desks this matters less than it
used to.

Riverside House

Familiar by now and with good
parking, fully employed. Janie Barrett
(former CEO) was very proud of
moving WDC there early in this
century. It turns out to have been an
astute purchase.

Too big for WDC in current form and
too expensive, though about half the
annual cost of £600,000 turns out to
be business rates! To save 50% of total
costs would mean a building less than
half the size, as it would still use gas
and electricity and need cleaning,
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Saves disruption to staff

security and insurance. How much
would it cost to insulate properly?

There is a rumour that Warwickshire
County Council wanted to share it and It is very valuable for potential housing
WDC did not respond to their development and money may be
overtures. Why?
talking.
Shire Hall (Warwick) The most economical solution with the
and Barrack Street
smallest overhead costs if there is
room (see above for declining staff
numbers etc.) Central and accessible.

WDC officers and councillors see this
as the first step towards a unitary
authority, which may threaten their
jobs and power. It would be a loss to
Leamington Spa too.

Old Post Office now
Grade II listed

Handsome building, centrally situated Parking space in short supply. Only the
and no longer used as such. Accessible ground floor is currently to let. Post
by public transport.
Office still uses 1970s section and
upstairs in older building for sorting
Benefits Old Town (but only just)
and delivery. They hold lease from
Royal Mail to 2019. The whole may
not be big enough (but see above for
shrinking needs of WDC)

Packington Place car
park and derelict
buildings on this site

Belongs to WDC and central. Brown‐ Access from Radford Road may be
Derelict building needs
field site just big enough for a new difficult.
building which would revitalise a sad demolition.
area of Old Town. Not yet considered
by WDC. Why not?

Covent Garden multi‐
storey car park

Central and accessible. An unpopular
structure reaching the end of its useful
life with car‐parking space around it.
Belongs to WDC and they could build a
good new design

Requires demolition and rebuilding
which costs money. Does nothing for
Old Town, which used to be a priority
consideration for WDC.
Will be
needed for parking if / when Chandos
Street is redeveloped

Court Street car park
& surrounding
buildings

Belongs to WDC and a brownfield site,
ripe for redevelopment and bordering
the canal. Big enough for the WDC
offices and housing and (possibly)
more student accommodation. Costs
may be covered by sale of building
land here and at Riverside House.
With
good
architecture
and
landscaping this could revitalise Old
Town around the clock. Definitely
favoured by WDC until very recently.

Car access may be difficult and officers
have mentioned the noise of trains
passing on the bridges, but double
glazing on the north side and internal
ventilation can eliminate this problem.
The site is deemed acceptable for
social housing in spite of this!

Spa Centre Green

Full redevelopment of site to canal
means buying buildings on canal
border.

Central and attractive site with car Building and inevitable increase in
parking behind. Possible synergy in parking would spoil entrance to
reception area with Spa Centre. Jephson Gardens (where visitors are
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“Free” : given no commercial value by
WDC as it stands. Cost of building
allegedly covered by sale of Riverside
House
&
Court
Street
for
redevelopment so seen as “capital
neutral”
Chandos Street

dropped) and disturb local residents.
Spa Centre synergy doubtful because
Spa Centre mainly active in the
evenings.
Site with planning
permission has great redevelopment
value.
What if building becomes redundant?

Central and accessible with nearby car Change of use from retail development
parks. Possibility of retail / housing and costs of building. Loss of popular
development on rest of site
car park. No benefit to Old Town

WDC have to decide their priorities between


The convenience and preference of their staff. Split sites make meetings more difficult but with
so many working outside the office and / or from home, meetings are pre‐arranged anyway.
Parking is important for them and the public.



Restoring Old Town to prosperity. The presence of WDC HQ will increase footfall and trade.
This was the prime aim until recently.



Accessibility for the public, both for personal enquiries about planning, housing etc and the
ability to exercise democracy and accountability through public meetings.



Cost saving in the long term: a new building to the most recent specification and requirements
(capital costly but maybe more economical to run).



Cost saving at least short term: adapting an old building or several old buildings (not so costly
upfront but maybe more expensive long‐term).

WDC have been convinced that the sale of the Riverside House and Court Street sites will raise the
£7 million to finance the new HQ costing an estimated £7 million and that this is “capital‐neutral”.
With no architect’s brief or plan and in a changing market, neither figure is certain. Central building
land is very valuable and once sold and redeveloped cannot be recovered.
A unitary authority is also a distinct possibility and they should consider for how long they expect to
remain an independent organisation and the fall in demand for central office buildings. WDC need
to be sure that a new HQ will be a good investment.
Marianne Pitts
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Spa Centre Green now an Asset of Community Value (ACV)
The green forecourt to the Royal Spa Centre is now designated as an ACV as a result of the speedy
action of the Leamington Society. This means that if WDC wishes to sell the land for any reason over
the next five years, the Society must be informed and has the right to bid. It is important to realise
that the Leamington Society is not given a right of first refusal, nor is it entitled to buy the asset at a
discount. However it should force the council to inform the Society before entering into any
contract.
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The Leamington Society decided to apply for the Spa Centre Green to be an ACV when it appeared
that WDC was certain to build its new HQ on the land.
Archie Pitts
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Leamington Society Awards 2014
The Awards are over for another two years and we can look back once again on a successful event
which has maintained the Society’s good reputation within Leamington.
Cllr. Clare Sawdon, Chairman of WDC called the evening the “Speech Day of the Leamington
Society”, where improvements to Leamington Spa are acknowledged. True, but actually it was rather
more fun than most speech days that I have experienced – with quite a party atmosphere going: 100
guests, lots of lively conversation and tasty food.
As for the Awards, they recognise
good design and attention to
detail in the small things as well as
the large, in traditional design as
well as contemporary and this is
reflected in the range of projects
chosen.
Of the large projects, two are new
landmark buildings: Morrisons on
the old Ford Foundry site, a sleek
unashamedly modern façade with
Morrisons, Old Warwick Road
a well‐proportioned stylish clock
and Station House, student accommodation opposite the railway, with its white stucco façade well‐
modulated in height and depth and with a dark grey mansard roof, which helps to unify that area of
the town.
By contrast of scale, Awards were made for a porch at 49 Beauchamp Avenue, and sash windows
and a front door at 31 North Villiers Street, garages and railings to two houses, 76 and 78 Leam
Terrace and replacement lighting to
Leamington Station, to original designs.
Larger domestic projects were a new house,
with green credentials, 14 Rotherfield Close
and a striking extension to 9 Clarendon
Crescent. The Judges’ comment was that
with the right architect, 'yes you can!’.
Familiar and important buildings put to fresh
uses include the Old Library, lovingly and
carefully converted into modern flats. A
second Award was given for the care and
thought devoted to the external works in
Old Library, Avenue Road
the car and bicycle park, fine planting, well
detailed walls and wrought iron gates and railings. In the same vein, Binswood Hall, the magnificent
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19th century listed school building converted by Audley into a luxury retirement village with proper
respect for its original features, designed by an ex‐pupil of the school, is North Leamington’s
equivalent.
Retail was represented by Carluccio’s in Satchwell Court, now an elegant and welcoming continental
café and Mr. Kang’s Costcutter on Warwick Street.
Public open spaces rewarded were Foundry Wood, the new, original, nature reserve, which has been
created by volunteers from inaccessible scrubland behind the former Ford foundry and the District
and Town Councils’ care and thought devoted to Christchurch Gardens, now much improved.
The certificates were presented by The Mayor of Leamington, Cllr. John Knight.
The Bill Gibbons cup for the best owner‐occupied house was presented to Mr and Mrs Wong for
their transformation of 43 Lillington Road, with the help of architect Brian Bassett, from a mediocre
1960s house into a very imposing contemporary residence, making the most of the wonderful plot,
itself beautifully landscaped.
The presentation was made by Rob Brighouse, CEO of Chiltern Railways, our sponsors, who
reminded us that “Thanks to Chiltern, we have all moved nearer London: 66 minutes by rail instead
of 90.” He congratulated all those who
had achieved nominations “You are all
winners”.
Closing the ceremony, Richard Ashworth
asked that WDC maintain the high
standards attainable with long‐term
thinking and attention to detail, when the
sites belonging to WDC are eventually
redeveloped.
All the award winners can be viewed on
the Society’s website.
43 Lillington Road

Richard Ward

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
National awards to members of the Leamington Society
Two members were honoured in the Queen’s Birthday honours in June.
Elizabeth Phillips was rewarded with an MBE for her service to helping older people as Chief
Executive of Age UK Warwickshire for 23 years. Her office has always been at its modest location in
Clemens Street where she led an organisation that benefited numerous people across the county.
Christine Fyfe was appointed MBE in the Queen's Birthday Honours List for services to higher
education, in particular for her work in academic libraries over more than thirty years. Most recently
she oversaw a £35m project to remodel the David Wilson Library at the University of Leicester which
went on to win thirteen awards in recognition of the high quality of the design and the excellence of
reader services.
Alan Griffin has been acknowledged with an award from the British Association for Local History –
the National umbrella organisation that promotes Local History. Each year the BALH makes a small
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number of Personal Achievement awards to recognise those local historians who have made
significant voluntary contributions towards the subject in their own area. The award was presented
by Professor David Hey, BALH president at the annual Local History Day at the Charity Centre in
London. The citation mentioned Alan’s work in setting up and developing the Leamington History
Group and his efforts to further understanding of Anglo‐Czech military history.
Congratulations to all three for their achievements and contributions to society.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Memorial to Lyndon (Toby) Cave
The Leamington Society is organising a lunch to celebrate our memories of Toby Cave. This has been
provisionally booked at Momenti in Old Town on Tuesday 21 October at 12:30. The cost for an
excellent Italian 3 course lunch will be £18 (including coffee but not drinks) per person. If you would
like to come, please send your cheque payable to the Leamington Society to Marianne Pitts by
September 15th so there are sufficient takers for a booking to be confirmed.
Momenti, 9 Regent Place, CV31 1EH is ranked #2 of 179 restaurants in town by TripAdvisor.
Marianne Pitts
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
13 Newbold Terrace
The application for a six plus floor building
of nine flats opposite the Spa Centre green,
has been withdrawn. There had been a
large number of objections from neighbours
and elsewhere across Leamington. The
Town Council also objected, as did the
County Council. It is thought that the
developers are intending to come back with
revised plans. Let us hope these will be for
a less intrusive building. The previous
proposal was too massive for the site and its
location.

13 Newbold Terrace, now

Archie Pitts
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Heritage walks
Blue Plaques walk. Now in its fourth year, this will again be led by Robin Taylor around the blue
plaques of the town commemorating important people who have lived here, with short descriptions
of their achievements. The walk will leave from Queen Victoria statue outside the Town Hall on
Friday September 12th at 2.00 pm.
Friends of Leamington Station. The Friends will lead four tours of the station gardens and Art Deco
buildings: Saturday September 13th and Sunday September 14th, at 10.30 am and 2.00 pm on each
day.
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Historic Buildings Walk. The Leamington Society will lead a guided tour of a variety of historic
buildings around the town on Sunday September 14th, at 2.00 pm. The walk will start from South
Lodge, Jephson Gardens.
Archie Pitts
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Love Leamington
Leamington, leafy, elegant appellation,

Thence to the town`s proud artery, Parade,

lime and chestnut proudly in abundance,

gently rising, softly curving,

guarding stately homes still bearing

ranks of archetypal buildings

distinctive features of Victorian splendour.

watching over lively commerce;
an atmosphere awakening ghostly images

In central town more arboreal plenitude

of horse‐drawn carriages, sedate bath chairs,

where Holly Walk invites perambulation

and Ladies of Leamington daily promenading.

to its furthest reaches.

Such thoughts of earlier days entice us south.

What prescience did those first designers show,

Cathedral‐like All Saints stands sentinel

creating swathes of green from east to west,

to relics of the town`s original concept.

a peaceful setting midst commercial hum.

Narrow streets still bear the signs of popular
pursuits

Jephson and Pump Room Gardens, park and
river walk,

spas and springs, baths and meeting‐houses,

all bounded by the placid River Leam,

built to satisfy the prosperous visitor

beckon us to feel their provenance.

seeking the cure‐all waters.

Two centuries on, the magic lingers – lovely leafy Leamington, crown jewel of the Midlands, a
pinnacle of nature on an urban setting, deserving of the Royal before its name.
Alan Lyne
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Consultation on SEVs
Earlier this year 2,000 randomly chosen members of the public within Warwick district were
consulted whether they approved Sexual Encounter Venues (SEVs) in the district. 200 randomly
selected businesses were also chosen for the same consultation. The consultation was also available
to all through the WDC website. There was a good response rate. The clear conclusion was that the
public wanted a NIL cap, i.e. no sex clubs within the district. A small minority would accept just one
SEV, in Leamington.
The matter was discussed at the Overview and Scrutiny Committee meeting on July 29th (see Item 9
of the Agenda); a full analysis of the consultation is available there. The O&S Committee decided to
recommend that WDC introduces a Nil Cap on SEVs throughout the district, and makes changes to
Council policy accordingly.
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WDC is taking legal advice to minimise risk that any change it makes will not lead to challenges by
existing SEVs in the district. There is currently only one – Shades in Wise Street, Old Town,
Leamington.
In the meantime Shades has applied to renew its annual licence which is about to expire. If you
object to the licence being renewed, you must submit your objection before September 9th. For
instructions on how to do so go to the WDC website, or contact Janet Alty at janet@alty.net.
Alternatively pick up a form at Gaia Wholefoods, 7 Regent Place, CV31 1EH.
Archie Pitts
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Where next for Bath Place Community Venture?
Warwickshire County Council has rejected, for a second time, the plea by BPCV for backing to rebuild
the old school in Bath Place that would help it re‐establish itself. This is sad news for the needy
people of the district who relied on BPCV for moral and physical support. On the other hand with
the need to save £60 million it is easy to understand the dilemma of the council.
We must hope BPCV will be able to provide at least a skeleton service for those most in need. This
well intentioned volunteer group must now cut its coat to suit its cloth.
www.bathplace.org
Archie Pitts
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
New members
We welcome to the Society
Ms Johanna Sutton

Mr Antoine Borer

Ben Wesson

Richard and Alison Seymour Mead

Mrs Elizabeth Corkill

Alan Heap

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Chairman: Richard Ashworth, 32 Willes Road, CV31 1BN 01926 316703
Vice Chairmen: Marianne Pitts, 4 Leam Terrace, CV31 1BB 01926 885532
Geoff Renshaw, 19 Willes Terrace, 01926 770600;
Hon. Secretary: Margaret Begg, The Garden House, Clarendon Crescent, CV32 5NR, 01926 423822
Hon. Treasurer: Clive Engwell, Clarendon Cottage, Clarendon Square, CV32 5QT, 01926 420 454
Committee Members:
Dorothy Clark 01926 315185
Archie Pitts 01926 885532
Richard Ward 01926 422750

Rodney King 01926 334053
Jef Tuyn 01926 339085

Newsletter Distribution: Jo Clark and Dorothy Clark (no relations)
The Leamington Society is a registered charity. It is a member of the West Midlands Amenity Societies
Association and the National Organisation of Residents’ Associations. It exists to preserve the heritage and
improve the character of Royal Leamington Spa and to encourage high standards of planning and architecture
Charity No. 516078
Unless otherwise indicated, views expressed in these newsletters are the contributors’ own and not necessarily
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